NUDA   VERITAS
Curzon, but Chicherin, with his pointed beard and small
twinkling eyes, and a pedigree that could out-Curzon Curzon,
remained utterly unimpressed and mischievously cheerful as
if he carried a joke that he was not telling.
There was never an occasion on which Chicherin or RakovsH
refused to receive me. There were even fellow journalists
who asked me to be intermediary in arranging interviews for
them. Ismet Pasha was not less friendly; even on the days
when he refused to communicate anything to the Press, he
admitted me to his room, and though the subtle oriental
told me nothing, I came away with the feeling of having been
well received, and my friendship for Turkey was confirmed.
My two friends, the Russians and the Turks, did* me little
good in the eyes of Allied, and especially of my own, countries'
representatives.    Lausanne had the psychology of a village
where everyone knew the other's business, nothing could be
done privately, and everything was a matter of comment.
The fact that I lunched with Chicherin in a public restaurant,
and that Ismet Pasha received me when he received no one
else, induced Lord Curzon to refuse to see me.   Only Sir
William   Tyrrell   proved  immune   to  the   general  British
attitude concerning me.   He and Admiral Sir Roger Keyes
were the only Englishmen who seemed to understand, but
then they were both endowed with more than a fair share of
humour.   The fact of my being at Lausanne in a journalistic
capacity was in itself a joke.   I was after all the most
inappropriate reporter that ever  could be imagined, and
Sir William, who knew my family intimately, could only view
me as a mondaine, as he said, " full of curiosity about Hie."
Had I desired that he should take me seriously I should have
despaired.   There were others, however, who did not laugh, who
said that I was a Bolshevik agent, but Sir William only laughed
at them.
XII
Half a year had now passed by, and in that half-year I had
lived with the irresponsibility of a man. I had seen things that
had killed my illusions and my ideals. I had lost faith in the

